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Abstract: In this paper I stated basic pillars for soul study as logically and theoretically.   

Index Terms: The Krishanalogy, ECS, PBE, Shrimad Bhagwat Geeta. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper I am giving theoretically and logically explanation of Soul properties. 

During Life: Everybody is alive if and only if it has soul. 

Soul is an energy constant string (ECS). 

This energy constant string (ECS) is an independent element of all bodies of universe and it not 

reduce and gain the energy. 

This string is covered by it traveling body and no related energy in between travelling body and 

ECS. 

Traveling body is emitted and gain the energy through the brain operating energy only. 

Travelling body only accept a particular brain energy (PBE). 

AFTER DEATH: There are two possibilities only 

1. Traveling body is safe and string inside of it. 

2. Travelling body is damaged and string out of it. 

First possibility: traveling body is safe and string inside of it. 

In this case there are two sub case are possible 

1. Traveling body carry the string and travel in the universe (some times in the atmosphere of the 

planet, i.e. earth). Travelling body radiating continuously still PBE not found. There are two sub 

case. 

Travelling body not found there PBE and collapse due to consumed its energy due to radiating 

continuously. 

Travelling body found there PBE and stop the radiating and gaining the energy from the PBE till 

it’s become balanced. 
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Second possibility: travelling body is damaged and string out of it. 

In this case energy string is become a part of an undefined space (a space which have property to 

create travelling body without string) and take place inside the travelling body. 

This undefined space carry travelling body and string separately only. Here combine energy string 

and travelling body is strictly prohibited.  

 

II. REFERENCES 

Here I used knowledge of Shrimad Bhagwat Geeta Given BY Lord Shri Krishna Ji. 
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